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PVC Pipe Fitting mold Introduce

Intertech is a leading manufacturer for PVC pipe fitting mold, pipe fitting mould, pvc ball valve mold and pvc pipe fitting mold manufacturers ,pvc plastic pipe fitting mold, pvc pipe fitting injection molding in house in Taiwan. Intertech's services include prototyping, tooling, lab testing, sampling, pilot run, mass production and assembly. 



Intertech has been providing pvc pipe fitting mold manufacturers in Taiwan for about 30 years.  

Since we consider customers’satisfaction our utmost goal, we have endeavored to offer them high quality products and competitive prices.

Intertech is a reliable, well-developed and professional manufacturer of ipe fitting mold, providing pipe fitting mold & pvc pipe fitting mold manufacturers.  

Products of superior quality and competitive price are our steadfast guarantee to our customers.
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Project development








PVC pipe fittings manufacturers




* 4 cavity grey PVC pipe fitting mould, pressure pipes & fittings

* We use anti-corrosion steel mold to make this mold.

* By doing such, the mold can sustain PVC material’s corrosion when doing molding.

* Also, by doing such, such PVC pipe fitting parts can sustain high pressure using environment.

* Such pressure pipes parts which is produced from our mold can be used in potable water supply systems.

* Such pressure pipes parts which is produced from our mold are not suitable for long exposure to sunlight but give excellent chemical resistance.

* We make also UPVC, PPR, PERT pipes mold project for hot and cold water supply under pressure.



Intertech Machinery is good at manufacturing plastic mold components used in industrial and packaging applications. Per customer’s demand, we will discuss the raw material required, the color master batch requires, mold making size required, molding machine size required, cycle time estimation, production time calculation report…etc with customers. After that, parts design service, mold engineering service, mass production arrangement, post assembly service or post machining service are also provided.



Intertech is a reliable, well-developed and professional  manufacturer of maker mold.  

Products of superior quality and competitive price are our steadfast guarantee to our customers. 









Each mold and molding projects case, we will see client specifications to serve the needs of a wide variety of industries. Our injection mold technology have D&B D-U-N-S compliant working system and meets high industry standards. We can mold any plastic, metal and rubber projects for customers. We have advanced machinery equipment to provide small to larger mold projects and also manufacture thermoplastic, engineering plastics, silicone rubber and metal parts.



Intertech is a professional manufacturer and supplier of pvc pipe fitting mold factory in Taiwan and has devoted to manufacture of  plastic injection mould factory for 30 years. 

Our products are widely applied to pvc pipe fitting mold.

We ensure that our products are always made with quality, and that they are offered in reasonable price. 









Highlight Points:

	Our professional service includes engineering, mold making, prototyping and tooling
	From single prototype to OEM and ODM high professional volume production, We can manage all our clients plastic injection molding requirements.
	Except making mold, we also provide injection molding service, compression molding service (especial for silicone rubber material compounding with various colors matching and production job for specific product need) or punch die production service.
	our injection mold testing machine available 50~250T in house, 300~3000T in associated party.
	per each project need, we also design and provide fixture and jig making service for stabilizing some easy deformed parts need.
	per customer’s need, we also provide chrome plated, painting, ultra-sonic welding, assembly or packing/printing service.


We provide low volume, pilot run of production job and mass production for customer.
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Mold Making Machine Equipment



1. EDM                      2. Lathing machine

3. Milling Machine  4. Grinding machine

5. Drilling Machine  6. Band saw

7. 3D Printer             8. CNC Lathing
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For plastic mold design , ..

1. The software we use includes Pro-Engineer, I-Deas, Cimetron, Auto-Cad & Solidworks.

2. Cutomer can send 2D, 3D, by .igs .stp, formats to us.

3. We can provide mold flow analysis service.

4. Mold design (with the best optimized mold water channel arrangement design and the best cycle time performance consideration design)



In addition, CNC milled prototype, 3D printing prototype, prototype mold making service, fixture / jig making or welding horn design and making are available in Intertech with good experience ! 



We need 2D, 3D parts design to start our job, we can sign NDA (if needed)
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For mold making:

When making mold project, per customer’s requirement for mold steel material, we choose the suitable mold steel grade for our customers.  We have high quality German and Japan imports mold steel material to proceed our mold project making. Then, the gating way will be discussed, the mold surface will be discussed, the mold cooling channel design will be checked, the operation style will be discussed, the molding machine size will be determined and the mold mechanism in actual production movement will all be checked as well.  Only after our mold engineers discussing with our customers for the mold engineering in detail, we will proceed with our mold making job. 











For Mold Inquiry , Customer Must Prepare:

 
	Product drawing with 2D(.dwg)and 3D (.igs, .stp…etc)?
	Advise product material (ex. Plastic ,rubber, silicone rubber or metal…etc )?
	Molding machine tonnage size and platen size?
	The cavity number of the mold that you want us to quote?
	Mold steel grade that you want us to quote?
	Hot runner or cold runner mold required?
	Mold gating inlet preferred?
	Mold ejection way preferred?
	Other related information required …(ex. Polishing , texture, engraving …etc)












For Moldng Products Inquiry , Customer must prepare:

	Products material required? (ex. Plastics, rubber , silicone , metal…etc)
	Products quality required in total?
	Delivery time required?
	Post machining or not information? (ex. Chromed plate.., painting …etc)
	Assembly or not information?
	Packing or not information?

 











Get Quotation Now !



Name




E-mail




Tel




Message
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intertech@seed-net.tw

	
www.intertech.net.tw

	
Alibaba
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Factory: No.20, Lane 417, Min-An Rd., Hsin-Chung City, Taipei County, Taiwan
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